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Abstract
The lattice model proposed by Lenosky et al. [Nature 355, 333(1992)] have been derived to describe the curvature
elastic energy of smoothly curved fullerene surface by Ou-Yang et al. [Phys. Rev. Lett. 78, 4055(1997)]. Recently,
we have extended the lattice model to describe the elastic energy of regular polyhedron. This paper will give the detail
derivation of the elastic energy of discrete polyhedric structure. It is shown that the icosahedron is the most optimized
structure with minimum elastic energy. We also obtain the threshold radius below which the spherical capsule will
transform into icosahedron.
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1. Introduction
The regular icosahedron is the most likely conformation of nature to optimize self-assembled structure. Micro-
scopic boron clusters [1], mesoscopic surfactant aggregated vesicles [2], DNA assemblies [3] and most well-known
virus particles [4] are nano- or micro- self-assembled structures with icosahedral symmetry. Although they are built
of diﬀerent subunits (viruses are built of diﬀerent protein capsomeres, surfactant aggregates are built of surfactant
bilayers etc.), their three-dimensional structures are with the same kind of symmetry. The elucidation for the underly-
ing formation mechanism of icosahedral structure is crucial for the understanding of nano- or micro- scale biological
self-assembly function, and also important for the application such as making virus capsid as drug-delivery container.
Extensive studies have focused on this long-standing and challenging problem from a variety of scientiﬁc per-
spectives [5]. Experimentally, traditional x-ray crystallography, three-dimensional reconstructions from cryoelectron
micrographs and electron microscope images can explore the structure details of nano- or micto- self-assembled cap-
sules [1, 2, 3, 4], while recently the single-molecule technology such as atomic-force micrograph (AFM) has been
used to measure their mechanical properties [6, 7, 8].
Theoretically, there have been many great researches on the structure and mechanics of icosahedral virus capsid.
In 1956, Crick and Waston proposed that a virus capsid is built up of identical protein subunits packed together in a
regular manner [9]. Based on this geometrical principle, the seminal work of Caspar and Klug [10] has been brought
forward, the model predicted that an icosahedral viral shell is composed of 60T = 60(m2+mn+n2) f 2 triangles, where
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Figure 1: (a) Example of a regular icosahedron; (b) Schematic lattice of Lenosky; (c) Schematic of the arrangement of subunits beside the edges of
a polyhedron.
m and n are coprime integers, f is a positive integer and T is the number of triangular face elements per icosahedral
face, for example, picronavirus has 60T triangles clustering into 10(T − 1) hexamers and 12 pentamers with T = 3.
Later, under the inspiration of Penrose tiling theory, Twarock and his colleagues used another geometrical approach
(namely tiling approach) to explain the structures of some important icosahedral virus, such as Simian Virus 40 [11],
polyoma virus [12] and L-A virus [13], whose structures could not be predicted by Caspar-Klug theory [14].
Both above approaches focus on the packing feature of subunits in capsules without consideration of their elastic
energy. However, as Bragg has emphasized for the focal conical domain formation in smectic-A liquid crystals [15],
one has to consider the energetic generation such as contortions of strata in geological structures. Recently, Lidmar
et al.[16] made a progress along the clue, they consider the unﬁlled virus capsid as a thin spherical shell of radius R
which will buckle into icosahedron when the Foppi-von Ka´rma´n number γ = YR
2
κ
is above some threshold, e.g. 150,
where Y is the Young’s modulus, κ is the bending rigidity. On the basis of this model, some extended works have
been ﬁnished to explore the mechanical properties of icosahedral virus capsid. However, the mentioned model can
not predict why the facetted capsules are icosahedra, rather than the other four types of regular polyhedra.
In 2004, Zandi et al. explained the origin of icosahedral virus by proving that when the number of morphological
units (capsomers in virus) is 12,32,42 or 72 (which are the subunit numbers of icosahedral virus predicted by Caspar-
Klug theory), the energy of capsule mainly originated from the potential energy is minimum [17]. In our recent
Letter [18] the elastic energy of the discrete polyhedric capsule is reported and it is shown that the elastic energy of
icosahedral capsule is the lowest among the ﬁve types of regular polyhedra that answers the question why nano- or
micro- capsules adopt icosahedral symmetry rather than the other four types of regular polyhedra . In this paper, we
will give the detail derivation of the elastic energy for the discrete polyhedron and the threshold radius of capsule with
spherical symmetry below which the spherical capsule will be unstable and will change into regular icosahedron.
2. Method
In 1992, Lenosky et al. have proposed the elastic energy calculation of carbon lattice [19] which is expressed as:
E(s)b = 1
∑
i
(
∑
〈 j〉
ui j)2 + 2
∑
〈i, j〉
(1 − ni.n j) + 3
∑
〈i, j〉
(ni.ui j)(n j.u ji) (1)
where ui j is a unit vector pointing from subunit i (the carbon atoms in fullerene case) to its neighbor j, and ni is a unit
vector normal to the fullerene surface at subunit i. As shown in Fig. 1(b), ni is normal to plane determined by subunit
j, k and l. The summation
∑
〈 j〉 is taken over the nearest neighbor subunits j of subunit i. The superscript (s) for E
(s)
b
emphasizes that the energy Eb is for a single layer. 1, 2, 3 are bond-bending parameters which are positive and can
be calculated by local density approximation [19]. In Eq. (1), the ﬁrst term is the contribution of bond angle change
to the energy, and the last two terms are the contributions from the bending of nearest-neighbor fullerene surface.
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Figure 2: The schematic for calculating the elastic energy of subunit I and J1 from the contribution of (a) term 1, (b) term 2, (c) term 3 in Eq. (1).
In 1997, Ou-Yang et al. have derived the continuum form of the lattice model proposed by Lenosky et al. to
describe the elastic energy of a smoothly curved fullerene layer such as carbon nanotube [20]:
E(s)b =
∮
[
1
2
kc(2H)2 + kK]dA (2)
where H = c1+c22 is the average curvature, K = c1c2 is the Gaussian curvature with c1 and c2 being the two principle
curvatures of the surface, i.e., for a sphere with radius R, two principle curvatures c1 and c2 are both 1R , which indicates
that the average curvature is H = 1R and the Gaussian curvature is K =
1
R2 . In Eq. (2), kc is the bending elastic constant,
k is the elastic modulus of Gaussian curvature or saddle-splay modulus, especially for carbon nanotube,
kc =
1
32
(181 + 242 + 93)
a2
σ
k = − (82 + 23)kc
(61 + 82 + 33)
(3)
with σ = 3
√
3a2
4 being the occupied area per atom, a being the center-to-center spacing between the subunits [20]. For
example of fullerene a = 1.42Å is the bond length of carbon atoms, while for virus capsid a is of the order of tens of
angstrom(Å) [13]. It is found that the continuum form of Lenosky lattice model obtained by one of the present authors
Eq. (2) has the same form of the classic elastic theory of a bent plate [21] (Formula 11.6), the relationship − kkc = 1− ν
is applicable for nano- or micro- capsule such as virus capsid or surfactant aggregate, where ν is the Poisson’s ratio.
However, the obtained continuum form of the elastic energy can not describe the energy of a regular polyhedron,
then how to describe the elastic energy of discrete regular polyhedron is a challenge? In the following, we will give
the detail derivation of the elastic energy of regular polyhedron from the same lattice model Eq. (1) by Lenosky et al.
For discrete regular polyhedron, when the subunit and its nearest neighbors are at a same plane, its contribution to the
elastic energy is zero, so the elastic energy of regular polyhedron mainly originates from the subunits arranged beside
the edges. The subunits are considered to be arranged symmetrically beside each edge like subunit I and subunit J1
(Fig. 1(c)) to satisfy the minimum energy requirement, in addition, the arrangement of subunits is assumed to be the
same as the carbon atoms in fullerene: each subunit has three nearest neighbors and the bond-to-bond angle θ is 2π3 ,
see as Fig. 1(c). The total energy of all the subunit pairs across the edges is regarded as the elastic energy of a regular
polyhedron. Firstly we calculate the elastic energy of one pair because the contributions of all the subunit pairs are
the same.
For one subunit pair I and J1 shown in Fig. 1(c) and Fig. 2 which are arranged symmetrically across the edge, its
elastic energy calculated from Eq. (1) is what follows:
(i) the contribution from the ﬁrst term of Eq. (1): in Fig. 2(a), uIJ1 =
−→
IJ1
a , uIJ2 =
−→
IJ2
a , uIJ3 =
−→
IJ3
a , where a is
the spacing distance between the centers of subunits, ‖IJ1‖ = ‖IJ2‖ = ‖IJ3‖ = a, IO and JIO are orthogonal to
the edge and their moduli are equal, it is obvious that ∠IOJ1 is equal to the dihedral angle α, then it is obtained
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that (uIJ1 + uIJ2 + uIJ3 )2 =
(
−→
IJ1+
−→
IJ2+
−→
IJ3)2
a2 =
(
−→
IJ1+
−→
II′)2
a2 =
[(ID−II′)2+DJ21 ]
a2 , where ID = ‖IJ1‖ cos∠OIJ1 = a cos( π2 − α2 ),
DJ1 = ‖IJ1‖ sin∠OIJ1 = a sin( π2 − α2 ) and II′ = a, so the elastic energy contribution of subunit I and subunit J1 from
the ﬁrst term of Eq. (1) is, ∑
i=I,J1
(
∑
j
ui j)2 = 2(uIJ1 + uIJ2 + uIJ3 )
2 = 4[1 − cos(π
2
− α
2
)] (4)
where α = π − 2 arccos(cos πq csc πp ) is the dihedral angle between two adjacent faces along each edge [22];
(ii) the contribution to elastic energy from the second term of Eq. (1): in Fig. 2(b), for subunit I with its nearest
neighbors J1, J2, J3 and subunit J1 with its nearest neighbors I, J4, J5, their elastic energy contribution from the
second term of Eq. (1) is∑
〈i=I,J1; j〉
(1 − ni.n j) = (1 − nI .nJ1 ) + (1 − nI .nJ2 ) + (1 − nI .nJ3 ) + (1 − nJ1 .nJ4 ) + (1 − nJ1 .nJ5 ) (5)
where nJ1 is normal to the fullerene plane of J1 determined by IJ4J5 and nI is normal to the fullerene plane of I
determined by J1J2J3, so nI .nJ1 is equal to the absolute value of the cosine of the dihedral angle between the plane
determined by J1J2J3 and IJ4J5. In Fig. 2(b), PJ1 which belongs to plane J1J2J3 and QI which belongs to plane
IJ4J5 are both orthogonal to the cross line of the two planes (P is the middle point of J2J3 and J1J2 = J1J3, then PJ1 is
orthogonal to J2J3, QI⊥J4J5 is also obtained, J2J3 and J4J5 are both parallel to the cross line of plane J1J2J3 and plane
IJ4J5, so PJ1 and QI are both orthogonal to the cross line of the two planes), then ∠PO1Q is the dihedral angle or a
supplementary angle of the dihedral angle between plane J1J2J3 and plane IJ4J5, nI .nJ1 = | cos∠PO1Q|. Similarly,
nJ2 and nJ3 are normal to the plane determined by IJ2J3, J1P and IP are both orthogonal to the cross line J2J3 of the
two plane J1J2J3 (the fullerene plane of subunit I) and IJ2J3 (the fullerene plane of subunit J2 and J3), then ∠IPJ1
is equal to the dihedral angle of the fullerene plane of subunit I and subunit J2, so nI .nJ2 = nI .nJ3 = | cos∠IPJ1|, the
symmetrical arrangement of subunit I and J1 results in nJ1 .nJ4 = nJ1 .nJ5 = nI .nJ2 = nI .nJ3 (see Fig. 2(b)). Because
the subunits are assumed to be arranged as the same as the carbon atoms in fullerene which causes PI = II
′
2 =
a
2 ,
IJ1 = a and ∠IOJ1 = α, it is obtained that
nI .nJ1 = | cos∠PO1Q| = 1 −
sin2( π2 − α2 )
2[ 54 + cos(
π
2 − α2 )]
nI .nJ2 = nI .nJ3 = nJ1 .nJ4 = nJ1 .nJ5 = | cos∠IPJ1| =
cos( π2 − α2 ) + 12√
5
4 + cos(
π
2 − α2 )
(6)
(iii) the component in the third term of Eq. (1) from the contribution of subunit I and subunit J1: in Fig. 2(c), nJ2
and nJ3 are normal to the plane where uI,J2 and uI,J3 locate, so nJ2 .uI,J2 = nJ3 .uI,J3 = 0, and nJ1 .uJ1,J4 = nJ1 .uJ1,J5 = 0
is also obtained for the same reason, then∑
〈i=I,J1; j〉
(ni.ui j)(n j.u ji) = (nI .uI,J1 )(nJ1 .uJ1,I) (7)
where nI is parallel to IC in Fig. 2(c), considering PJ1⊥J2J3 and PI⊥J2J3 make J2J3⊥IC, and IC⊥PJ1 results in
IC⊥J1J2J3. It is then found that nI .uI,J1 =
−→
IC
‖IC‖ .uI,J1 = | cos∠CIJ1| which is expressed as
nI .uI,J1 = nJ1 .uJ1,I =
√
sin2( π2 − α2 )
4[ 54 + cos(
π
2 − α2 )]
(8)
By combining the contributions from the above three terms of Eq. (1), the bending elastic energy of subunit I and
subunit J1 is
Eb(IJ1) = 1(4 − 4 cos β) + 2[4(1 −
cos β + 12√
5
4 + cos β
) +
sin2 β
2( 54 + cos β)
] + 3
sin2 β
4( 54 + cos β)
(9)
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Table 1: The elastic energy of the ﬁve types of regular polyhedra calculated by Eq. (11)
Conﬁguration α Elastic Energy(E(s)bp)
tetrahedron 70o32′ (7.711 + 4.532 + 0.413)
√
S
λa
cube 90o (5.741 + 3.312 + 0.313)
√
S
λa
octahedron 109o28′ (4.731 + 2.692 + 0.263)
√
S
λa
dodecahedron 116o34′ (3.941 + 2.232 + 0.223)
√
S
λa
icosahedron 138o12′ (2.681 + 1.502 + 0.153)
√
S
λa
where β = π2 − α2 . The total energy of a regular polyhedron is the summation over all the pairs of subunits beside all
the edges like subunit I and subunit J1. If there are N pairs of subunits beside all the N1 edges of a regular polyhedron,
the total elastic energy of the facetted polyhedron is obtained as NEb(IJ1).
To calculate the number of all the subunit pairs beside the N1 edges, it is necessary to know the basic knowledge
about regular polyhedron. Mathematically, it is well known that there exist only ﬁve types of regular convex polyhedra
which are tetrahedron, octahedron, cube, dodecahedron, and icosahedron [22]. For any convex polyhedron with N0
vertices, N1 edges and N2 faces, the number of vertices and faces together is exactly two more than the number of
edges represented as N0 −N1 +N2 = 2, which is the well-known Euler’s Formula. Therefore, one can express N0, N1,
and N2 with two independent integers p, q as N0 =
4p
4−(p−2)(q−2) ,N1 =
2pq
4−(p−2)(q−2) ,N2 =
4q
4−(p−2)(q−2) , where p and q are
called as the Schla¨ﬂi symbols (see 1.82 in Ref. [22]), which means the regular polyhedron has q regular p-gon faces
around each vertex. The surface area of a regular polyhedron is S = 2N1l2 cot πp (see 2.45 in Ref. [22]), where 2l is
the length of each edge. If the regular polyhedron is considered to be with the same surface area as a sphere of radius
R, the length of each edge is equal to 2
√
2πR2 tan πp
N1
. And the total number of nearest subunits pair-across the edges can
be described as:
N =
√
S
λa
√
2N1 tan
π
p
=
√
4πR2
λa
√
2N1 tan
π
p
(10)
where λa = a
√
2 − 2 cos θ is the distance between the centers of two subunits along one side of each edge, θ is the
bond angle, e.g., λa is the distance between subunit I and I1 in Fig. 1(c). For the subunits arranged as the carbon
atoms in the case of fullerene surface the bond angle is θ = 2 π3 , λa =
√
3a. The total energy of a regular polyhedron
is N multiple of the elastic energy of each pair Eq. (9),
E(s)bp =
√
S
λa
√
2N1 tan
π
p
{1(4 − 4 cos β) + 2[4(1 −
cos β + 12√
5
4 + cos β
) +
sin2 β
2( 54 + cos β)
] + 3
sin2 β
4( 54 + cos β)
} (11)
3. Result and Discussion
Substituting N1 and β in Eq. (11) with expressions of p and q for the ﬁve types of regular polyhedra shown in the
Table 1 in [22] (p.294) gives their elastic energies, as shown in Table 1. It is obvious that the elastic energy of regular
icosahedron is the lowest of all the ﬁve types of regular polyhedra because 1 , 2, and 3 are positive as stated above
and the surface area is the same. This result answers the long-lasting problem why the icosahedra are preferred to
other geometric structures.
While some previous studies have explained that the bending energy of N1 edges with length 2l and dihedral angle
α = π − 2β is [16, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28]
Ebending ∝ 2N1lkcβc (12)
where c = 2 in [28, 24], but the other studies argued c = 7/3 for sharp ridge of the thin sheet by the force exerted
along its boundary [26, 27, 16]. To compare our present theory Eq. (11) with the previous theories Eq. (12), we
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consider the Taylor expansion of Eq. (11) as (the detail is in Appendix),
E(s)bp ≈ N{(21 +
10
9
2 +
1
9
3)β2 + O(β2)} (13)
When α → π, abandoning the high orders of β in Eq. (13) makes our result the same as the previous result Eq. (12)
for c = 2, and we get the relationship kc ≈ 21 + 109 2 + 19 3.
The elastic energy of a spherical capsule of radius R can be derived from Eq. (2):
E(s)bs =
∮
[
1
2
kc(
2
R
)2 +
k
R2
]dA
= 4π(2kc + k¯)
= 4π(1 + ν)(21 +
10
9
2 +
1
9
3)
(14)
To study the stability of a spherical capsule, we compare the elastic energy of sphere and regular icosahedron with the
preservation of surface area, and ﬁnd E(s)bp < E
(s)
bs when
R < λa
1 + ν
β2
√
2π cot πp
N1
(15)
For the case of λ =
√
3, ν = 0.34 [16, 20], substituting β ≈ 0.36, N1 = 30, and p = 3 for regular icosahedron
[22] into Eq. (15) yields R < 6a. For virus capsid, the center-to-center spacing between its subunits is usually at the
order of tens of angstrom [5], condition R < 6a predicts that the spherical virus capsid with radius less than several
hundreds of angstrom will change to regular icosahedron. This result is well consistent with the size of diﬀerent kinds
of icosahedral virus capsid measured experimentally. For example, subunits spacing a of L-A virus is 40 − 45Å, our
present theory predicts that the radius of L-A virus capsid with icosahedral shape should be less than 242−273Å. The
measured radius of L-A virus capsid is 4302 = 215Å [13] which is in the range of our prediction.
It should be noticed that the elastic energy of regular polyhedron scales with its size, however, the elastic energy
of sphere does not depend on the size as shown in Eq. (14), so when the capsule is large enough, it will be no
longer polyhedric but other smooth shapes such as sphere, helix rods etc. This prediction is under the constraint that
the stretching eﬀect has not been considered, i.e., the ﬁrst term for constraint of the bond length in Eq. (2) in [19]
0Σ
1
2 (
−→r i j − −→r 0)2 is not involved in Eq. (1), with −→r i j being the distance between the centers of subunits and −→r 0 being
the undeformed bond length. In addition, the discussion in this paper is limited in the regular polyhedron for nano- or
micro- capsule, however, we believe that our theory may explain other capsule shapes.
Moreover, in our present theory, it is assumed that minimization of bending elastic energy governs the shape of
nano- or micro- capsules, other contributions to the free energy, such as the contributions of potential energy [17] and
kinetic energy, could modify the preferred symmetry of capsules theoretically.
4. Conclusion
In this paper we give the detail derivation of Lenosky lattice model to describe the elastic energy of regular
polyhedron which successfully explains the energetic mechanism for the formation of regular icosahedron of self-
assembled aggregation. In addition, we evaluate the sphere threshold radius below which the spherical capsule will
transform into icosahedron which is consistent with the experiment observations.
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Appendix A. The Taylor extension of Eq. (11)
1 − cos β = 1 − [1 − β
2
2!
+ o(β2)]
=
β2
2!
+ o(β2)
(A.1)
cos β + 12√
5
4 + cos β
=(
5
4
+ cos β)
1
2 − 3
4
(
5
4
+ cos β)−
1
2
=(
5
4
+ 1 − β
2
2!
+ o(β2))
1
2 − 3
4
(
5
4
+ 1 − β
2
2!
+ o(β2))−
1
2
=(
9
4
)
1
2 +
1
2
(
9
4
)−
1
2 (−β
2
2!
) + o(β2) − 3
4
[(
9
4
)−
1
2 − 1
2
(
9
4
)−
3
2 (−β
2
2!
)] + o(β2)]
=1 − 2
9
β2 + o(β2)
(A.2)
sin2 β
5
4 + cos β
=(
5
4
− cos β) − 9
16
(
5
4
+ cos β)−1
=[
5
4
− 1 + β
2
2!
+ o(β2)] − 9
16
[
5
4
+ 1 − β
2
2!
+ o(β2)]−1
=[
1
4
+
β2
2!
+ o(β2)] − 9
16
[(
9
4
)−1 + (
9
4
)−2
β2
2!
+ o(β2)]
=
4
9
β2 + o(β2)
(A.3)
Substituting Eq. (A.1), Eq. (A.2) and Eq. (A.3) into Eq. (11) yields
E(s)b =N{1(4 − 4 cos β) + 2[4(1 −
cos β + 12√
5
4 + cos β
) +
sin2 β
2( 54 + cos β)
] + 3
sin2 β
4( 54 + cos β)
}
= N(21 +
10
9
2 +
1
9
3)β2 + o(β2)
(A.4)
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